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Riding the Coattails of SFMOA 
Galleries make sure local artists shown. 
By Kenneth Baker 
January 28, 1995 
 

Anticipating that the opening of the new San Francisco Museum of Modern Art would sideline lesser-
known Bay Area artists, several galleries in town have made a point of showing them.  

The most ambitious project in this line is “Counterspace,” the series of temporary installations in the 
neighborhood of Kearny and Geary streets, arranged by the Haines Gallery, 49 Geary Street.  

At the gallery, visitors can see robotic sculpture by Alan Rath and drawings by Dennis Oppenheim (a token 
New Yorker) and get a map to the other locations. (All the pieces remain in place through February 10, 
except at 77 Geary Street, where the show ends February 4.)  

In view of the many art world big shots SFMOMA's climactic festivity is expected to attract this weekend, 
Haines will open all the sites from 2 to 5 p.m. tomorrow.  

“Counterspace” is an uneven business, but it has enough energy and variety to get out-of-town visitors' 
attention.  

Rob Craigie has filled a vacated muffin shop at 732 Market Street with multicolored sculptures cast in 
beeswax. His flask forms and molecular models made of child-size basketballs, joined by fluid- filled tubes, 
look like remnants of a lost- marbles science project.  

On the fifth floor at 77 Geary, Anthony Aziz and Sammy Cucher have filled an office with huge, digitally 
defaced color photo portraits, to form a sort of boardroom from hell.  

In adjacent rooms, Baochi Zhang surmounts a pyramid of shag carpet swatches with a pair of clay feet 
(“Just Want to Be a Little More Comfortable”) and conflates Marlboro's logo and the flag of China between 
acupuncture charts whose points are mapped with cigarette burns (“Marlboro Acupuncture”).  

 


